Agenda
2nd Workshop on Pan-Eurasian Experiment (PEEX)
Moscow, 12-14 February, 2013

Tuesday 12 February, 16:00–19:30

17:00 Start of the Workshop
Coffee and sandwiches

17:15 Introductory presentations
M.I. Epov (Novosibirsk) on observational station network
Ilmo Kukkonen (Finland) on permafrost / cryosphere
V.P. Melnikov and D.S. Drozdov (Tyumen/Moscow) on permafrost / cryosphere
G.A. Zherebtsov (Irkutsk) on observations station networks in East Siberia

19:45 Icebreaker
Bus to hotel “Akademicheskaya” (Donskaya Street 1)

Wednesday 13 February, 9:00–18:00

10:00-12:30 Plenary session
N.P. Laverov (Russian Academy of Sciences) Opening the Workshop: PEEX prospective
Markku Kulmala (Finland) Overview of PEEX science plan (1 hour)
Anna-Maria Johansson (EU Commission) on European research infrastructures
Yrjö Viisanen and Tuukka Petäjä (Finland) PEEX visions and working groups

12:30-13:45 Lunch

14:45–17:45 Parallel Sessions of Working Groups: Work on PEEX Work & Implementation Plans

Group-1 Environment and society: including anthropogenic impact and socio-economic issues
Reporters: V.A. Kolosov (Russia) and Joni Kujansuu (Finland)

Group-2 Atmospheric and climate research: CO2 and other cycles, aerosols, planetary boundary layer and atmosphere-land/water/biosphere interaction, air and water quality, extreme events, modern and past climates, climate change scenarios
Reporters: Andrey Shmakin (Russia) and Heikki Lihavainen (Finland)

Groups 3 Observational Infrastructures: stations network, remote sensing, data products, geoinformatics support
Reporters: Evgeny Gordov (Russia) and Tuukka Petäjä (Finland)

Groups 4 Knowledge transfer, education and societal issues, public outreach, information flows
Reporters: S.A. Dobrolyubov (Russia) and Hanna Lappalainen (Finland)

17:45-19:00 Continuation of Plenary Session: Summary of the day
Presentations from Working Groups

19:00 Reception

Thursday 14 February, 9:00–14:00

9:00-12:30 Plenary session
Continuation of Presentations from Working Groups
Planning of PEEX supporting mechanisms and instruments
Funding: first funding application 2013
Next steps: timelines for finalizing PEEX Science Plan / Implementation Plan / Next meeting
Launching of immediate PEEX research activities and projects: PEEX labelled research / data
Memorandum of the 2nd PEEX Workshop

Closing of the Workshop
12:30-13:30 Lunch

Transport of the Finnish delegation to airport 13:30 → Flight AY6844 leaves 17:55